The judges:
Niall Munro is Senior Lecturer in American
Literature and Director of the Oxford
Brookes Poetry Centre, which conducts
research into poetry, runs an international
poetry competition, poetry workshops for
military veterans, and organizes poetry
projects in the community.
Theresa Lola is a British Nigerian poet
and writer. Joint winner of the 2018
Brunel International African Poetry Prize,
in 2019 she was Young People’s Laureate
for London.
Claire Hamnett is a physics teacher
and leader of Oxford Science Learning
Partnership to support world-leading
science education for young people.

In 2021, Oxford science
and ideas Festival,
IF Oxford, asked young
people to write a short
poem on any topic of
science, using any poetry
style. Hundreds of entries
from across the UK
ranged from limericks
and rap to haiku and
acrostic poems.
The winning entries and
runners-up are published
here, with all nine poems
performed at IF Oxford:
Saturday 9 October 2021
in Oxford Town Hall.
Could you write a poem
for next year?

Dinah Roe is a poetry critic, lecturer and
Reader in nineteenth-century Literature
at Oxford Brookes University, having
previously taught nineteenth-century
literature at the University of Hertfordshire
and Brunel University.
The Poetry of Science Competition is run
as part of IF Oxford by Oxfordshire Science
Festival, an independent charity (Charity No.
1151361). Festival Team: Dane Comerford,
Cathy Rose, Bernice Holmes.
Thank you to our supporters and partners:
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?

Vivienne du Pon (Age 6)
Bournemouth Collegiate Prep School

I Wonder

??

I wonder why I can wiggle my hands but I cannot fly,
I wonder why the sky is blue to my eye.
I wonder how flowers get their colour, when they bloom
together in the Summer.
I wonder how a caterpillar becomes a butterfly,
And why some people are confident but some are shy.
I wonder why trees are covered in bark
And why owls ‘twit twoo’ in the dark.
I wonder what makes bones so strong and why my legs
do the splits all wrong!
I hope one day I will know
So that I can put on a BIG science show!

Vedantika Chakraborty (Age 6)
Rockmount Primary School, London

Magic of Physics
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If you tired pulling heavy thing,
use a pulley.
If you feel pushing is hard, use
a trolley.
If you want to stop skate boards,
think about friction.
If you want to catch a ball, read
about direction.
I like colours.
I like reflections.
I use prism,
To see the refraction.

I don’t do tension about
heat retention.
I love to see magnets which
attract the iron.
I learn many things about
the energy.
I know how it works with
the synergy.
If you too love physics,
You must know magic.
If you still are unaware,
Time to jump in our squad.

School Years 1-2
Shravya Gupta (Age 6)
Lethbridge Primay School, Swindon

Amazing Gravity
Gravity, Gravity I feel so amazed,
Our walks, Our jumps, you help us all take,
Gravity, Gravity I feel so amazed!
Sometimes I wonder if no Gravity is around,
How will we walk and what will be on ground,
All will fly and all will be hazed,
Gravity, Gravity I feel so amazed!
Watching an apple fall gave birth to you,
Newton is the scientist who discovered you,
I am so surprised and a little dazed,
Gravity, Gravity I feel so amazed!
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I like physics.
It’s not tragic.
It has logic.
It does magic.

Judges’ choice
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Where would we be without scientists?
In a black hole of misinformation.
The same goes for poets,
Who gave us their fulsome knowledge.
Scientists are poets, aren’t they?
They fill our minds with explosions
of knowledge,
They gave us gravity.
Not all gravities are the same though, reading
gravity is left to right,
And a poet found that out.
The DNA of the words linking, making the
poem perfect,
The ideas pulsing down the test tube of a stanza,
The chemistry of the poem: the metaphors,
the personification.
Where would we be without poets?
Where would we be without scientists?
Stuck in a black hole of misinformation.

Esme Blue (Age 8)
Home educated

HOW TO GROW AN APPLE TREE
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i think that
this chestnut-brown pip case
from the pith
of a single apple fruit
is early food for its seed
to germinate
to then shoot upwards
slowly slowly
hair-like
with its roots shooting
downwards
slowly slowly
taking in dewdrops somehow
but nothing is certain
especially time
stem seems to like

warm moist earth
for growing well
into the fiery singe of light
for growing blossom
that blossoms
into blossomy, juicy
reddish or green-like apples
delicious
caring I watch carefully …
for their blazing

Charlotte (Grace) McHugh (Age 10)
Larkrise Primary School, Oxford

The Brain Rap
Okay, listen up, this is my rap about the brain
I can sing it to you, sing it to you, again and again
Okay, let’s start with the hippocampus
It helps us remember things important to us
Helps me remember my mum’s face
Helps me remember that my middle name is Grace
If you get amnesia or dementia
It makes the hippocampus reboot - over and over
Let’s move on to the amygdala
Shaped like an almond, keeps us safer
Gives us the fight-flight-freeze reaction
Loves to be involved in all the action
We need the amygdala to survive
Even if it does make us wanna fight
Now moving on to the
prefrontal cortex
Makes us smarter, lets us
write text
Makes us humans who we are
Even helped us to build
loads of cars
It helped us to create
fiddle-toy sets
Let’s all bow down to the
prefrontal cortex
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or How to Measure the
Specificity of the Whole

Judges’ choice

Scientists are Poets

School Years 3-6

Kasper Landis (Age 11)
Magdalen College School, Oxford
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School Years 7-11
Catherine James (Age 15)
Lady Eleanor Holles School, London

Perennial Planetary
Preservation
Magnificent, unobtrusive friends, photosynthesising producers,
Solar-powered processing cells, autotrophic oxygen boosters.
Eco-friendly, nutritional gems, consumable herbivorous delight,
Miraculous planetary preservers, relieving human plight.
Vegans, vegetarians, fruitarians, frugivores,
Extol your inspirations, begin your Trojan War,
Highlight global climate change, our disaster in slow motion,
Rainforest destruction, acidification, an extensive fish-less ocean.
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With health promoting
phytochemicals, powerful
antioxidants, Essential fibre,
folate, vitamins, minerals,
immunocompetence, Plant eating
reduces heart disease, boosts
physical and mental function,
Diminishes cancer, metabolic
disease, dementia and
over-consumption.
It’s time for us to emerge, from
Plato’s cave and Animal Farm,
Cross the Rubicon, rebuild our
Eden, halt senseless planetary
harm, Stop self-centred resource
overexploitation, become
sustainable, sincere,
Herbivorous environmentalists,
unified with our biosphere.

Gaia and Pan
Is there meant to be science in art
Or an art in science fiction
Should I write with numbers?
Or let ink flow into description
Can there be a calm in knowing one
Not all, for none knows reality Why the flowers grow in sun
Or why fields welcome bee
Do I need to find the cell of a leaf?
To search for a meaning in existence
A meaning that is impossible to fit
Into scriptures or a definition of persistence
May I feel content with a planet
That needs no validation in being
Or why this species is capable of
discovering, destroying, fleeing
Let there be no reason why we love
Or why it creates that burn in our core
Why we never get bored of these poems
But are taught those about war –
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Plant eating is our spiritual light, our big bang in evolution,
Eliminating heatwaves, droughts, fires, floods, cyclones and pollution,
Global warming, greenhouse gases,
carbon footprints will decrease,
Preserving water, land and rainforest;
extinction will now cease.

Ruby Frizzell (Age 15)
Oxford Spires Academy
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Judges’ choice
School Years 7-11
Liora Bezuhanova (Age 14)
Cheltenham College

Life Cycle of a Star
Twinkle, twinkle protostar
This is how the sequence starts;
Nebula commences from afar
Doesn’t it look just so bizarre?
Followed by main sequence star
Puffs of dust like from a cigar;
There is a path that both can take
Red giant or supergiant:
what choice will they make?

What is a red giant, that is
the question?
Well, it is the other side of
the spectrum;
The white dwarf follows after
With its dense and hot laughter;
Next comes the black dwarf
That has no light to endorse;
Twinkle, twinkle protostar
This is the sequence of a star.

If you choose a supergiant
You shall not be reliant;
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A supernova will be followed
And the universe - swallowed
In the black hole where the
sequence stops.
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